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Speaking to saints from Heaven might be rare, but in these times, more and more people are

starting to experience it. In Biblical times, Jesus had a conversation with Moses and Elijah on the

Mount of Transfiguration that was recorded in Matthew 17:1-9. Then, in Matthew 27:50- 53, as

Jesus died and the temple veil was torn, scripture records in verse 52: "...and the graves were

opened and many bodies of the saints who had fallen asleep were raised and verse 53: "...And

coming out of the graves after His resurrection, they went into the holy city and appeared to

many..."We are living in times where known prophets are speaking of encounters they have had

with departed saints. For many years, Matthew has been having visitations and in recent times,

Jesus commissioned him to interview 19 saints that the Holy Spirit brought to earth. These saints,

part of the Great Cloud of Witnesses mentioned in Hebrews 12:1, answered a standard 10

questions each, questions such as:* How do you feel today, being here to speak to the world?*

What do you think is special to God?* What do you like about Heaven?* What keys do you consider

important for the Christian life?* What advice would you give to people who are struggling?* What

message do you have for this generation?Through these interviews and the answers that are given,

come and journey and get to know these Biblical characters in a new and fresh way. Let them

speak to you of the God they love and the Jesus they worship set within the context of the life they

lived on earth and the one they now live in Heaven. The saints interviewed in order of appearance

are David, Bathsheba, Leah, Rachel, Martha, Mary of Bethany, Paul, Peter, Mary Magdalene, John,

Rahab, Eve, Joshua, Moses, Enoch, Elijah, Mary mother of Jesus, Joseph - father of Jesus, and

Job.Come and read what all the fuss is all about!
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Here goes, I am going to be honest it mentions a video of the interviews also being done as well as

this book. I have not seen the video only read this book. I would have liked something said about

what kind of mansions these saints live in what do theirs look like. However, I did appreciate the fact

that most everyone that was being interviewed had said, that you must seek out Jesus ask him

questions get to know him personally. I have been a born again Christian since I was real young, I

am a little older than Matthew and I have always had a hard time hearing Jesus speaks to me. I

have been still before the Lord, repented of everything I can think of, I pray in the Spirit, been

baptized with water, baptized in Christ, try very hard to put Him first in everything, There is not a day

that goes by where I talk to Him, still I do not know His voice. I wish that the preachers would start

doing a better job at teaching the body of Christ to learn how to discern the voice of God. How is it

that so many whom I talk to tell me they can't hear him either. Matthew you want to be a preacher

and that's fantastic, but I bet you, you would be the best preacher the world has ever known if you

could get the body of Christ to discern the voice of God. Has there ever been a preacher that asks

there congregation if there is any one having a hard time with this? I Haven't. Seems to me that all

they want you to do is make sure your saved and then read your bible and that's very good. Highly

important to make Jesus our Savior. Some would say that there must be sin in your life that's why

you are not hearing. If that were the case then no one would be hearing because will all shave

sinned.

Matthew has written a very interesting, prophetic book. Within it he gives Holy Spirit-led interviews

of several men and women whom we have read about in our Holy Bible. Many of those interviewed

also were Holy Spirit-led writers of books in the Bible. We have been influenced by their life

experiences and/or wisdom within them as we study God's Word. We refer to many of them as

Saints. They lived here on earth and have gone on before us to live in God's kingdom and we know



them as part of the "great cloud of witnesses" which is spoken of in the Bible. From their stories and

inspired writings in the Bible we are encouraged to also live lives given over to God and become

willing vessels to carry forth the things of God and help bring Jesus' gift of salvation to this world.

Matthew asks questions of each person and records the responses. From their responses we can

gain a deeper understanding of their perspectives and wisdom. They share from a heavenly realm

as Jesus' spokespersons to us, the church here on earth. Through reading their responses the

reader of Matthew's book is actually taken on a very good study of the Bible and is given much

good advice from each heavenly "witness" and some new revelations. I gleaned much wisdom from

their interview responses. The questions Matthew asks each Saint are both about themselves and

their time on earth, as well as ones in which they share wisdom they which is relevant and helpful to

us now. It indeed is a Spirit and Word-filled book.
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